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1. Introduction 
 

The purpose of this research is to generate the 
transport correction factor to come close to the accuracy 
of the transport theory by using the result of diffusion 
theory calculation which mainly used in the core design 
of liquid metal reactor, KALIMER. 

 
2. Methods and Results 

 
The reactivity feedback coefficients that calculated 

for transport correction factor are as follows; fuel 
Doppler coefficient, steel Doppler coefficient, sodium 
density coefficient, steel density coefficient, fuel 
density coefficient, absorber worth, axial expansion 
coefficient, and radial expansion coefficient. And the 
objective cores of this research are the BN-600 reactor 
core proposed as IAEA CRP benchmark problem, the 
BFS-73-1 critical experiment in Russia IPPE, 
KALIMER-150 and KALIMER-600 breakeven cores. 

 
2.1 Calculation method 

 
The reactivity feedback coefficients were calculated 

by using the K-CORE code system based on transport 
and diffusion theory, on and after they were compared 
with each other.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1 K-CORE system 

 
K-CORE is a core design and analysis computer code 

system constructed for KALIMER. Fig. 1 shows the 
calculation flow and the connection of codes in the K-
CORE system. 
 
2.2 BN-600 reactor 
 

The calculation results of BN-600 reactor are 
presented in Table 1. The k-eff and the fuel Doppler 
coefficients of KAERI show a little bit higher than the 
other’s values.  
 

Table 1 BN-600 reactor calculation result 

 

 
2.3 BFS-73-1 Critical Experiment 

 
Table 2 shows the calculation result of BFS-73-1 

critical experiment. As shown in Table 2, the result of  
transport calculation agrees well with the diffusion 
calculation. 

 
Table 2 BFS-73-1 critical experiment calculation result 

 
 
2.4 KALIMER-150 Breakeven Core 

 
The calculation results of KALIMER-150 breakeven 

core are presented in Table 3. As shown in Table 3, 



there were a lot of differences between the results of 
transport calculation and diffusion calculation. 

 
Table 3 KALIMER-150 calculation result 

 
 
2.5 KALIMER-600 Breakeven Core 
 

Table 4 shows the calculation result of KALIMER-
600 breakeven core. As shown in Table 4, we can see 
the good agreement between the result of transport 
calculation and diffusion calculation. 

 
Table 4 KALIMER-600 calculation result 

 

 

2.5 Transport Correction Factors 
 

According to the differences between the results of 
transport and diffusion calculation, the transport 
correction factors are produced based on those results. 
Table 5 shows the transport correction factors in the 
average sense. 

 
Table 5 Transport correction factors 

보정인자  SD ± 보정인자 SD ±
  Fuel Doppler 1.02792 0.00303 0.98024 0.00231
  Steel Doppler 1.02400 0.00041 0.95082 0.00042
  Sodium Density 0.63918 0.00560 0.37311 0.00588
  Steel Density 1.20408 0.01297 1.86250 0.01371
  Fuel Density 1.01692 0.01643 0.99973 0.03220
  Absorber Worth 1.01832 0.00515 1.09921 0.00615
  Axial Expansion 1.02975 0.01177 1.02517 0.01748
  Radial Expansion 1.01062 0.03916 0.99838 0.05344

JEF-2.2 ENDF/B-VI

 
 

3. Conclusion 
 

In this work, the transport correction factor to come 
close to the accuracy of the transport theory was studied. 
According to the differences between the transport and 
diffusion calculation results, the values of the K-CORE 
code system show higher trends than those of other 
country participants and the measurement results. 
Through the update of nuclear data libraries and the 
comparison analysis of more numbers of experiments 
meaningful in statistical analysis, more accurate 
verification and improvement will be carried out. The 
result of this study will be utilized as the basic data for 
the development of reactivity coefficients analysis 

system, and will improve the credit of reactivity 
coefficients calculation in conceptual core design. 

But as we can see in Table3 and Table 4, the 
calculation results by the diffusion and transport theory 
are different by the core size, loading pattern and 
composition etc. Thus we conclude that it is better to 
generate the transport correction factor according to the 
each core in the detailed design stage.  
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